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WITH THE WIN
 The Texans improved to 2-0 for the fourth consecutive season.
 The Texans won their seventh consecutive one-score game in the regular season. The Texans were an
NFL-best 5-0 in one-score games in 2012.
 The Texans improved to 4-7 all-time in overtime and won their third consecutive overtime game.
 The Texans improved to 10-2 in the month of September since 2010, the best mark in the NFL in that
time.
 The Texans improved to 9-14 overall and 5-7 at home against the Titans.
 The Texans improved to 1-1 all-time in overtime games against the Titans. The Titans won the first
overtime game the teams played, 26-20, on Dec. 10, 2006 at Reliant Stadium.
 The Texans won their third consecutive game against the Titans, the first such streak for the team in the
all-time series.
 The Texans improved to 6-6 all-time in home openers.
 The Texans improved to 26-41 all-time against the AFC South.
 The Texans improved to 79-99 overall all-time and 46-43 at home.
Head Coach Gary Kubiak
 Improved his career regular season record to 61-53 overall and 7-8 all-time against Tennessee.
 Improved to 36-21 all-time at home.
Texans Team Notes
 The Texans produced 452 yards on offense to mark the first time in franchise history the team has started
the season with consecutive games with 400-plus yards of offense. The Texans had 449 yards of offense
in the season opener at San Diego.
 The Texans posted 30 points or more in back-to-back games to start the season for the second time in
franchise history. The Texans also started the 2010 season with 30 points or more in their first two
games.
 The team’s first-quarter touchdown drive spanned 80 yards on five plays and lasted 2:30. The team ran
for 79 yards (four carries) on the drive.
 The Texans outgained the Titans 248-145 in the first half and held the ball for 21:25.
 Houston held Tennessee to 4 yards of total offense in the third quarter.
 Houston’s fourth-quarter touchdown drive spanned 87 yards on eight plays and lasted 1:14 and was
capped off by a 1-yard touchdown run by RB Arian Foster. Foster then completed the 2-point conversion
on a rushing following the touchdown.





The Texans won the toss and elected to receive.
Houston’s captains for the game were ILB Brian Cushing, WR Andre Johnson, P Shane Lechler, QB
Matt Schaub and DE J.J. Watt.
Inactive players for the Texans were QB Case Keenum, S Ed Reed, RB Cierre Wood, OLB Sam
Montgomery, T Andrew Gardner, G Cody White and DE Tim Jamison.
ILB Darryl Sharpton and DE Antonio Smith made their season debuts for the Texans.
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INDIVIDUAL PLAYER NOTES
ILB BRIAN CUSHING
 Recorded his first two sacks of the season, taking down QB Jake Locker for no gain in the first quarter
and a 9-yard loss in the second. The sacks give Cushing 11.5 for his career, tied for seventh in franchise
history.
 Set a career-high with two sacks in the game. He previously recorded 1.5 sacks vs. Baltimore (12/13/10).
 Led the defense with 11 solo tackles.
TE OWEN DANIELS
 Capped the third quarter scoring drive, catching a 12-yard touchdown pass from QB Matt Schaub, his
third touchdown of the season.
th
 Caught a pass in his 87 consecutive regular season game.
RB ARIAN FOSTER
 Had a season-high 79 yards on 19 carries with one touchdown and a 2-point conversion. He also had one
reception for 6 yards and totaled 85 yards from scrimmage
 Recorded his first touchdown on the season on a 1-yard touchdown run with 1:14 remaining in the fourth
st
quarter and tied the game on the following 2-point conversion run. It was the 51 touchdown of his career
th
and his 45 career rushing touchdown.
TE GARRETT GRAHAM
 Caught a touchdown pass in his second consecutive game, a 1-yard completion from Schaub. It was the
fifth touchdown of his career.
WR DeANDRE HOPKINS
 Posted a game-high 117 yards receiving on seven receptions and the first touchdown catch of his career,
a 3-yard game-winner in overtime from Schaub.
 Had the second-most yards receiving ever by a Texans rookie (Andre Johnson, 122 at Buffalo, 11/16/03)
and tied for the second-most receptions by a rookie in franchise history. It was the most receptions by a
Texans rookie since Johnson had a rookie record eight receptions against Jacksonville on 9/28/03.
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Averaged 48.3 yards on seven punts and had a net average of 42.9 with five punts inside the Titans’ 20yard line.
Has now put eight of his nine punts in 2013 inside the opponent’s 20-yard line.

WR ANDRE JOHNSON
 Led the team with eighth receptions and had 76 yards receiving.
 Extended his streak of consecutive games played with a reception to 103 and his franchise record or
games played to 141.
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th

Passed Muhsin Muhammed (11,438 yards) to move into 24 on the NFL’s all-time receiving list with his
fourth reception of the game. He now has 11,476 career receiving yards.

ILB JOE MAYS
 Tackled RB Chris Johnson for a 1–yard loss, scoring the first safety of the season for the Texans and the
first since Connor Barwin sacked Joe Flacco vs. Baltimore (10/21/12).
QB MATT SCHAUB
th
 Led the 12 game-winning drive of his career in overtime, marching the Texans 78 yards on 11 plays and
hitting WR DeAndre Hopkins with a 3-yard game-winning strike with 10:32 left on the clock.
 Led the sixth game-tying drive of his career to force overtime, directing an eight-play, 87-yard drive in
1:14 and ended with a 1-yard touchdown run by Foster with 1:53 left in regulation.
 Improved to 18-4 in his last 22 starts.
 Threw three touchdown passes for the second game in a row, marking the second time in his career he
has done so. Schaub last had at least three touchdown passes in consecutive games in 2009 (4 vs.
Tennessee on 9/20/09 and 3 vs. Jacksonville on 9/27/09)
RB BEN TATE
 RB Ben Tate 93 yards on nine carries (10.3 average), including a career-long 60-yard run. Tate’s
previous career-high run was 56 yards vs. Tennessee (1/1/12). The run was also the fourth longest in
franchise history.
DE J.J. WATT
 Recorded his first sack of the season, taking down Jake Locker for a 3-yard loss in the first quarter.
 Recorded his second sack of the season in the third quarter, bringing down Locker for a 7-yard loss, the
eighth time he has had two or more sacks in a game in his career.
 Had two passes defensed in the first half, giving him three for the season.
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POSTGAME QUOTES FROM HOUSTON TEXANS
OWNER BOB McNAIR
HEAD COACH GARY KUBIAK
DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR WADE PHILLIPS
T DUANE BROWN
K RANDY BULLOCK
ILB BRIAN CUSHING
TE OWEN DANIELS
RB ARIAN FOSTER
WR DeANDRE HOPKINS
CB KAREEM JACKSON
CB JOHNATHAN JOSEPH
P SHANE LECHLER
WR KESHAWN MARTIN
OLB BROOKS REED
QB MATT SCHAUB
ILB DARRYL SHARPTON
DE ANTONIO SMITH
RB BEN TATE
DE J.J. WATT
OWNER BOB McNAIR (Transcribed by Adrian Jones)
(on what he was thinking when the team needed eight points at the end of the regulation to tie) “Well, I knew that
we had to score and had to go for (a 2-point conversion). I knew it was going to be tough, but we have done it.
We moved the ball down the field, and hoped we had enough energy to (score) again and we did. I tell you, it is
pretty exciting.”
(on performance of WR DeAndre Hopkins) “As we have said all along, if you put the ball in the vicinity of him, he
is going to catch it. It was a tremendous, tremendous performance on his part. And then that catch by (WR) Andre
(Johnson) down there, he went up in the air and brought that ball down. It was terrific. So we had a lot of great
plays and the defense kept bailing us out all day. (ILB) Brian Cushing, (DE) J.J. (Watt) and everybody just played
their heart out.”
(on mental toughness of team) “Well, I think that was the difference in the game. A couple of year ago, I don’t
think we would have come back like that. I could do with a little better (of a) margin, but I am just so proud. We
want a team that Houston can be proud of, and if you can’t be proud of this (team), I don’t know what you are
looking for.”
HEAD COACH GARY KUBIAK (Transcribed by Tiffani Walker)
(on if WR Andre Johnson has a concussion) “He’s being evaluated as we speak. Obviously, he went in. But
that’s how he’s being evaluated. I have no diagnosis yet.
(on coming back and winning the game) “This team we played today basically said (WR) Andre (Johnson) was
not going to beat them in the way they played us. Ultimately, somebody else was going to have to come up and
make some plays. And (WR DeAndre) Hop(kins) played huge in the back end of the game. He made some big
plays. That’s what he’s here for. We survived today because of some great heroics and some plays by him.
Trusting him, putting up some balls, putting up some jump balls and trusting him.”
(on if he ran the wrong route on the interception) “No. It’s a misread by the quarterback. He’s actually right. It’s
something we do on an adjustment and the corner was off. And we threw a bump adjustment, so it was just a
mistake by the quarterback.”
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(on if he’s concerned about K Randy Bullock) “Anytime, you’re 1-for-4, am I right? But they were long field goals.
Two of them were 50 I think. And the last one, obviously he’s got to make that and close the game out. He’s a
young player, and you don’t want to look at that type of a start as a young kicker. But we do have confidence in
him. I think he’s got plenty of leg. He’s kicking off well. Obviously had a chance to go 2-for-2 in game winners,
and that can really help your confidence. So, he’s got to bounce back. He’s got to be a pro and bounce back.
He’s our kicker and we have the confidence in him to do that.”
(on if playing with three inside LB’s and how did that help free up LB Brian Cushing) “Cush was something else in
the game. Defensively, after the first drive, I thought we played extremely well as a football team. Kept us in the
game all day long. But, Cush is the energy. He’s just finding a lot of confidence right now. I think we made plays
all over the board. We continuously kept us in the football game when we struggled offensively.”
(on playing a mobile QBs and forcing things back inside with the LBs) “When the time comes and we play those
guys, we have to come up with something to do with those guys (mobile QBs). Bottom line, we knew we had to
stop (RB) Chris (Johnson) today. He had a pretty good day against us, but we made him work. He had 96 yards,
but we made him work. He had 25 carries to get that done. I thought that ultimately was difference, that we could
stop them running the ball and get them off the field on third downs and keep our team in the game. Like I said, I
think defensively we played great all day long. Offensively, obviously struggled big time after the first drive. And
then exploded at the end and found a way to get it done.”
(on RB Arian Foster and how he played) “I just told the team, I talked about the defense. I think game ball goes
to the defense. You can cut it up in all the pieces you want to cut it up in. But I thought offensively, there were two
huge factors in the game: Arian’s two-point run was just all man. We didn’t block it very well, and for him to get
that ball in the end zone is absolutely incredible. And then number 10 (WR DeAndre Hopkins) coming through
against man-coverage at the end, which was the difference. That was a huge play in the game. I thought he and
(RB) Ben (Tate) both played well. I’m sitting here staring at 19 to 9 (carries, Foster and Tate, respectively). You
all want me to tell you how I wanted it to be more even? But that was the last thing I was thinking about when we
were trying to get back in the game at the end.”
(on what they were doing that QB Matt Schaub was off and on one series they ran the ball every play) “They
played us conducive to really us; we should be running the ball the way they played us. With what they did to us
defensively, which is exactly what we did the first drive. Should have been something, hopefully, you can do all
day. After the first drive, I think we are 0-for-4 the next third down and two, and three. We have like four third
down and less than fives in a row, and we don’t make any of them. So we are off the field, off the field, off the
field, so we don’t get anything sustained. Second half, it was a little bit of the same, we had the one good drive,
OD (TE Owen Daniels) makes the great play and then once again we kind of lock back in to not being able to get
it going. We throw the interception and now we have to up the tempo. But he has found a way to do it two weeks
in a row.”
(on winning the field position battle and then the Titans hey pulled off the 99-yard drive) “We’re in a 17-16 football
game, a one possession game. Like I just said, the way they were playing us, we were going to have to have
some patience. And once we throw the interception, the patience kind of went out the window there. From that
standpoint, you have to get back in it and do what you’re doing. We are trying to hold up defensively, which I
thought we did, until we could finally make some plays against man coverage offensively.
‘(on if he remembers two weeks in a row with comeback wins) “No, I can’t. It’s just great character for us to find a
way to win two weeks in a row like that. Obviously, you’re not going to get away with that in this league. I think
this is a very good football team that we just played. I think they played extremely well. And we are very
fortunate to get out of here with another win today.”
(on what jumped out at him most about WR DeAndre Hopkins and why they drafted him) “The contested plays.
Exactly what you saw today. Contested football plays in the game: he and somebody else going up for jump
balls, tight balls. He finds a way to make those plays and that’s what he did today.”
(on what WR DeAndre Hopkins does to make those plays) “He’s got some length. He’s obviously got some
length, but he has tremendous confidence in his hands to go up and get a ball high and not have to bring it back
down. That was the difference. The play he makes there at the end, obviously we get a free shot because of the
offsides, but a tremendous play on his part.”
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(on P Shane Lechler) “He’s a weapon. We struggled, but he kept them pinned back there. We kept the game on
their side of the field, we just couldn’t make the plays to get more than a six point lead, at that 16-10 mark right
there. Then they go 99 (yard drive) on us. But, he’s a weapon. He was out there way too much today, I know
that, but he did a great job.”
(on the free play with WR DeAndre Hopkins, and if that play was the initial read) “I’ll have to go back and look at
the film. But that’s his initial read if they’re blitzing us. But I’m sure if they weren’t blitzing us and they jump
offsides we’re going to try and make a big play. So that’s a good job by (QB) Matt (Schaub) right there.”
(on T Duane Brown and his condition) “He battled through and he’s got a foot. I think last week took a toll on us
in a lot of ways, physically. We walked in here at 7 o’clock in the morning and trying to get ourselves going again
this week, I could feel some of that. So I’m proud of the ways the guys hung in there. Played a lot of plays today
and for him to go back in there and finish for his teammates, he did a hell of a job.”
(on the catch by WR Andre Johnson on the sideline when he was injured) “It’s incredible. And probably the fact
that Andre got nicked up on the play helped us. Obviously, you’ve got to finish the total catch with the ball, but we
got a chance to look at it over and over again, and obviously he was finished with the catch before they poked it
out. I thought it was a great job by the official, looking at it the right way. And what a catch by Andre. Like I said,
the respect he was paid today, from a cover standpoint, I’ve been doing this a long time, and you don’t see that
very often. It was tremendous.”
(on the coverage on WR Andre Johnson today) “They were putting a lot of guys over there to cover him. Let’s
just say that.”
(on the difference in Tennessee’s defense with run by Gregg Williams, Sr. Asst./Defense) “Gregg and (Defensive
Coordinator) Jerry (Gray) have been together for a long time. I see their defense and what they’ve done having
been together. But, obviously one of their big strengths is to rush the passer. And you all saw that. So it was
important that we run the ball. Like I said, we really struggled with third down. We were so poor on third down;
we just couldn’t get any rhythm going with what we were doing. They have a good football team. I think they had
the game going the way they wanted it, kind of like last week, banging and running the ball, ‘who is going to make
the first mistake’ type of game. And fortunately we were able to, like I said, make some big plays late.”
(on why QB Matt Schaub has been so effective when he is turned loose) “I’m going to have to turn him loose if
we are down 28-7, or down eight with four minutes left in the game, I’m going to have to turn him loose. He’s a
hell of a player. He made some mistakes. And he’ll be the first one to tell you he made some mistakes that kind
of got us in hot water. But I have a lot of confidence in him. He has control of the situations, even there late in
the game. He called me off on a couple plays that he felt better about, and that’s good. That’s what I want him to
do.”
(on DE JJ Watt) “After the first drive I just thought we played tremendous. We had to hold up all day long. We
give up the one drive at the end, but we buckle down, we get back off the field and get us the ball back. I had a
lot of confidence even there in the overtime. If we don’t get it done right there, if we go back on the field and play
good defense. Very proud of the job that (Defensive Coordinator) Wade (Phillips) and the staff and the players
did.”
(on how he feels as a coach after a game like this) “As a coach, you can’t think about all of the things that you did
wrong to put yourself in that position. It’s a great feeling to know that we can find a way out of those situations. I
mean that is tremendous. I knew we were in for a dogfight today, but I love the way we were able to play, I loved
the start of the game. But you have to give them credit. They are a good football team. And they sat there and it
was a physical battle. We’ve been able to step up late and get it done two weeks in a row and it’s going to be
important all year long.”
DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR WADE PHILLIPS (Transcribed by T.D. Durham)
(on his thoughts after the game) “I told the team after the game, if this keeps happening, they’re going to give me
gray hair. But you know – what an exciting game, what a great effort, the same as we had last week. The guys
just never give up. They’re going to play, and they’re going to play, and they feel like they can win, and they did.
You just don’t see many games like that.”
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(on owner Bob McNair saying the team has mental toughness and the difference from last year’s team to this
year’s team) “Well, we won a lot of games two years ago, but these last two, you have to have a lot of maturity
with your team. You have to believe in each other. We kept believing in the offense. The offense kept believing in
the defense and we made plays when we had to make them. You hate that it has to come down to that every
time, but if you can do that, you have a good team. I feel like we have a good team.”
(on if this is the best we’ve seen ILB Brian Cushing play) “Yeah, Cush (ILB Brian Cushing) had another
outstanding game. He had 11 tackles again. He had 11 last week and a touchdown. He had 11 and two sacks
today. He’s a big time player. He came through. They didn’t make many yards, but they made a couple of
touchdowns, and we’d like get those back, but I thought we played really good.”
(on if it was a case that they were trying to contain RB Chris Johnson) “You know, we had that 3.8 per carry, and
some of them were against our sub-defense. I thought we played it pretty well – we didn’t start out playing it real
good. They ran a lot of different plays. We need to play better, but we got a feel for them as the game went along.
And I thought our run defense got better and better and I thought we played outstanding on third down.”
(on the young defensive players developing) “Yeah, we had another game where they didn’t make many yards
passing. But the third downs were key. We didn’t play well on third down last week, and I thought we really played
well on third down this week.”
(on the safety by ILB Joe Mays) “Yeah it was a big play. It put us six points ahead and gave us the ball at
basically mid field. They were in a power – the stuff they ran early in the game, they were in the same thing, and
Joe made a nice play.”
(on getting stops when the team needed them in the second half) “Yeah, except for that one drive, I don’t think
they made a first down on any other ones. We let down one series, and we just can’t do that. But other than that, I
thought we played real well.”
(on the effect that ILB Brian Cushing had on the rest of the linebacking corps) “Any time that you have an
outstanding player, it’s going to help everybody else. I thought (ILB) Joe (Mays) played well. I thought (OLB) Whit
(Whitney Mercilus) played well. I think our backers played pretty well. We did contain the guy that’s a big time
threat.”
(on DE Antonio Smith being excited to be back on the field) “Yeah, he was excited. I think he lined up offsides a
couple of times and we had to move him back. He was excited. We had a good rush. I thought we put a lot of
pressure on them. I mean, obviously (DE) J.J. (Watt), he’s our star, but we had a lot of good pressure on him and
that carries well for the next game.”
(on if he thinks that CB Kareem Jackson will have a fine or suspension for his personal foul) “I don’t think he’ll be
suspended, but I mean, he did hit him. You have to go low. You just have to hit lower. I thought they had one on
us too, but they didn’t call it.”
TACKLE DUANE BROWN (Transcribed by Matt Bodiford)
(on his injury) “I just got rolled up on. My foot planted in the ground, and someone fell on it. I was able to finish the
game so that was the best part about it.”
(on the offense sputtering during the game) “We just have to keep our intensity up. I think if we are playing at our
best we can be the best rushing offense in the league. We came out with that intensity, that fire and it opened up
for us. Then we kind of got in a lull and they made some adjustments. They have a great defense, got to give
them credit, but we have to keep our intensity up. When it was crunch time we got yardage, and got down the
field. We have to keep that going throughout the whole game.”
(on the play of WR DeAndre Hopkins) “That’s what he’s been doing all preseason. All through practice that’s what
he does. He makes big plays down the field. When Dre (WR Andre Johnson) went out, we had to look to a
playmaker. That’s what he is, and the moment isn’t too big for him. He goes out there in one-on-one coverage,
and you can put your money on him every time.”
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(On what they see in WR DeAndre Hopkins) “He works his tail off. He’s a true great receiver. He can do
everything. He’s fast. He can catch. He can run great routes. He can go get the ball at its highest point. He does a
little bit of everything. I took the time to watch him during one on ones on my off time.”
(On next week at Baltimore) “We have a lot of mistakes we need to correct before going, but it’s better to be able
to correct those mistakes when you’re 2-0. San Diego, Tennessee aren’t garbage teams. They’re good teams,
and you get in those situations where you’re down, and you’re coming back from behind you go into overtime
being able to pull out wins that says a lot about our team no matter who we’re playing. At the same time we know
the mistakes we made this week we won’t be able to get away with when we go up to Baltimore next week. We
will take the time to correct those, and put our best foot forward.”
KICKER RANDY BULLOCK (Transcribed by Adrian Jones)
(on whether he was pushing his field goals) “I can’t tell you off the top of my head. I have to go back and watch
film, as we are going to do tomorrow. I felt like I was making good contact.”
(on mental state during last field goal as Tennessee called multiple timeouts) “There wasn’t really a whole lot
going on. You can’t worry about all that kind of stuff. When you get caught worrying about it, that is when they will
call timeouts. There wasn’t a whole lot going on right there. I have never actually had an opportunity to attempt so
many field goals at the end like that. But it happened, and all you can do is learn from it and move forward.”
(on his ability to forget today’s performance) “It is going to be tough because I missed a couple, but at the same
time (I have) have to be mentally tough and move forward. It is part of it, and part of my job is to have a short
memory and move forward.”
(on if he thought about previous misses during the game) “No, I don’t. There is too much going on down on the
sideline to think about all of that. Really all I can do is go back and watch it later.”
(on what coach Gary Kubiak said to him during game) “He just told me to keep my head up. It wasn’t my best day
but he told me that the team has a lot of confidence in me and that he has a lot of confidence in me. Shake it off
and keep working this week.”
(on if he has ever had a game where he missed multiple field goals) “I don’t think I have ever had a game like this.
It was frustrating, but at this point all I can do is move forward and come back for more work this week.”
LINEBACKER BRIAN CUSHING (Transcribed by Stephanie Weaver)
(on how it feels having support in linebacker position from ILB Darryl Sharpton and ILB Joe Mays) “Yeah, these
guys come in, and they are fresh. They are both very good linebackers. They are both very physical. They are
pretty similar as far as linebackers. They come in, and it’s not completely two different guys. So when it’s Joe or
when it’s Darryl you know what you are going to get out of them. Like I said, they are both similar players so it’s
no drastic difference between the two of them. They are going to play hard, and I think it’s a great system we
have been able to rotate them in to keep them fresh.”
(on his statistics and performance during the game) “You know I always keep count in my head. I know the
number is always wrong, but I know what I have. I always get jipped on a couple of tackles, but that’s OK. Yeah,
I count. I’m a hungry football player. I want to make all the plays. I want to make all the tackles. I think that the
best ones do that kind of stuff. It obviously motivates me, and it helps the team. When I have big games; we play
better as a team. That’s what I’m here for.”
(on P Shane Lechler’s performance) “Every time he goes out there, he’s pinning them inside the 10 yard line. He
has such a craft at what he does. There is an obvious reason of why we brought him in here. Anytime he punts,
it obviously helps our defense a lot when we’re playing inside the 10 and especially at home with the crowd. We
can back them up. Today we got a safety and other times he’s pinned them deep. It lets us play free and lets us
play with a lot of fun.”
(on his feeling after the 99 yard scoring drive by Tennessee) “Disappointed. Obviously it was a huge point in the
game when we’re up 16-10. We let them drive right down us and go up and get the lead. It’s a sickening feeling.
But we didn’t quit; we didn’t quit. And obviously there was an interception for a touchdown and we got down. But
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I think it shows so much character for a team to come back and score those points, get the two point conversion,
and head into overtime to win the game.”
(on how the last two games may help build for the rest of the season) “Yeah I think so. It shows that we can win in
any kind of fashion. There might be a 3 nothing game we have to win down the road in a completely opposite
way. To win like this, on the road and at home, shows that we can win any kind of way. Knowing that, you have
a lot more confidence going into games.”
(on how he feels coming off of last season’s injury) “I put in a lot of work this offseason to come back and not be
a step behind or not be the same player that I was. I put a lot of training in to be better than I ever was before,
and I feel like I am.”
(on if he is having more fun than ever playing football) “Yeah. I appreciate it a lot more. I appreciate being back.
It’s so much fun to be back out there. I’ve had the experience of going through a season watching. I don’t want
to be back there again. I want to be out there playing with the guys and having fun. This is what I do. I think it’s
pretty obvious that I want to be out there every snap and every play and be an impact player.”
(on his awareness of the penalty called on Tennessee for block on DE J.J. Watt) “Yeah I was. We talked about it
and obviously there was a penalty called on it. The refs actually talked to me about it too saying it was very
similar to my play last year. I just think something needs to be done about it besides just a penalty because no
one is going to learn from just a penalty.”
(on if the block was a fineable or suspendable offense) “Yeah I think so. There has to be a line drawn. There has
to be something done for guys to learn not to do it anymore besides just a fine and penalty.”
(on if he calls his rush plays) “They call it. The only rush I’ll call is any man coverage and they’re blocking. My
guy is blocking, so I’ll hug up to him. Besides that, it is Wade calling the blitzes.”
(on being in situations where the team has to come back to win the game) “We are winning ways that are tough.
We are making it a lot harder on ourselves. Obviously we would like to win 24 to nothing. In this league, a win is
a win, and we are getting them now. That is what is important.”
TIGHT END OWEN DANIELS (Transcribed by Adrian Jones)
(on what he thought was the main reason for the win) “We are never going to quit. We are going to keep playing
until the last down, until the last second. We are going to do everything we can to win.”
(on 8-point drive toward end of regulation and drive in overtime) “You have got to play every minute of the game.
We knew that didn’t go exactly how we wanted to offensively during the game, but we had a chance to put a big
drive together and sent the game into overtime.”
(on performance of WR DeAndre Hopkins) “Unbelievable. I can’t say enough about it. Doing that, that late in the
game, after running as many plays as we did, (WR Andre Johnson) doing it, the young kid (Hopkins) is coming
into his own. Can’t say enough about it.”
(on touchdown catch) “(QB) Matt (Schaub) made a perfect throw. Something we talked about doing during the
week, and Matt (threw) it in the only place he could. I did my best to catch it and get my feet in.”
(on concern of status of WR Andre Johnson) “I talked to him and he said he was all right. He wanted to go back
in, but protocol is that you can’t at that point. I have never seen a more blatant blow to the head. A big miss by the
officials, especially for a guy like Andre. I know you have to protect every player, but especially someone like him.
I am just glad that he is all right and will be with us this week.”
(on if two late game-winning drives is draining) “It is early in the season, so we are as fresh as we are going to be.
We don’t want to have to win games like this, but the fact that we are, with making as many mistakes as we are
making, still finding a way to get it done is huge. Great teams find ways to win.”
(on the character of the team) “We are not going to quit. No matter how bleak (the situation) looks, we have too
many leaders (on this team) to let (losing late) happen. These last two weeks have been a great example.”
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RUNNING BACK ARIAN FOSTER (Transcribed by T.D. Durham)
(on his thoughts after the game) “It was a wonderful team win. We needed all phases to win, and we did that. It
was not pretty yet, but we’ll take it.”
(on the catches by the receivers today) “We’ve been seeing it from Dre (WR Andre Johnson) for years, so you
kind of just start taking greatness for granted. And then for the young boy (WR DeAndre Hopkins) to go in there –
we’ve been seeing it since he got here – what kind of hands he has and he just continues to impress.”
(on his touchdown and two point conversion with so much on the line) “I mean, the line just made a good push
and I just did what I’m supposed to.”
(on T Duane Brown saying the two point conversion was all RB Arian Foster’s doing) “I sure appreciate that.”
(on if the two point conversion was really all him) “Nah, it’s never all me.”
(on if he felt like he got back in the groove today) “I felt like I took a step in the right direction. I’m still rusty out
there. I missed a couple of plays that I normally make. But that just comes with it. You have to knock the rust off
and the only way to do that is get in there and bang.”
(on RB Ben Tate saying it’s great to have another comeback, but the offense should be putting people away) “I
mean, he’s right, but at the same time, you have to understand the situation. We’re early in the season and you
want your offense clicking – I mean at all times of the year – but you want it clicking toward the end of the season.
We have a lot of kinks to work out, and we have a lot of work to do. Our defense keeps bailing us out, but that’s
what team ball is all about. We’re just going to keep taking it.”
(on what he thinks about P Shane Lechler pinning the other team over and over again) “I call him ‘Yellow Jacket.’
That’s what he’s supposed to do.”
(on what ‘Yellow Jacket’ means) “Hall of Fame! Come on, man.”
(on the whole team stepping up with mental toughness and making big plays) “Yeah, man. We do. We make
plays.”
(on if the Texans being tougher mentally than the Titans was the difference in the game) “I wouldn’t say all that. I
mean, we just made the plays we needed to make, whether that means we’re tough or not, I don’t know. But I
think it’s a tribute to these coaches, the coaching staff, weight staff and these players that put in the work and
have been putting in the work since early April. That’s just what we expect.”
(on the team getting back to back wins and finding a way to get it done) “I mean, just that. We’re resilient and we
can win the close games. In this league, the talent is so widespread and everybody is talented. You’re going to
have to win close games. We just keep plugging and hopefully we’ll be where we want to.”
(on if he talked to WR Andre Johnson after the game and what he said to him) “Yeah, he’s my best friend. He
doesn’t want to admit it, but we’re best friends. I told him ‘good stuff.’ You get tired of telling (WR) Andre
(Johnson) good job. You just kind of start expecting it. He’s been doing it for years. I tell him every day ‘it’s an
honor to play on your team.’”
(on TE Owen Daniels saying that the hit late on WR Andre Johnson was a high hit) “I didn’t see it. I was blocking
so I didn’t see it. I didn’t get a chance to see it. But if (TE) Owen (Daniels) said it, it’s the gospel.”
(on if he enjoyed watching the defense) “Yes, I enjoyed watching my defense. They are very good at what they
do.
(on if he saw a difference with key players back in the lineup on defense) “Yeah, I think they’re just like the
offense where they just have to gel to get that chemistry together. It’s early in the season and everybody in the
NFL feels like that we keep putting out these wins but we’re not playing our best ball. So that says a lot.”
WIDE RECEIVER DeANDRE HOPKINS (Transcribed by Mia Fredricks and Carla Bertoldi)
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(on what it meant to be the primary wide receiver at the end of the game) “It felt great to be able to pick up the
slack once (WR) Andre (Johnson) left the game. It was a great team win.”
(on the potential lack of respect he received late in the game with only single-safety coverage) “I don’t expect their
respect right now. It is my second game in the NFL right now. I’ve just got to go out there and prove that I deserve
it.”
(on whether he has had to deal with nerves pregame or if he felt calm and confident) “Yes, I’ve been calm and
confident. Once you line up on the other side of (WR) Andre (Johnson), it’s business.”
(on how if he felt good about the Titans’ coverage on him) “Yeah, anytime I see one-on-one, that’s a wide
receiver’s dream.”
(on his winning touchdown in overtime) “It was a great ball by (QB) Matt (Schaub). He put it in the perfect position
for me to go up and catch it. We practice that basically every day, the wide receivers. And practice makes
perfect.”
(on whether he was as confident in his success so early on like his teammates were about him) “Yeah, of course.
I went up against (RCB) Johnathan Joseph in my first practice. He got the best of me. But sooner or later, I
started perfecting my craft. And out of the DBs (defensive backs), they don’t get too much better than him.”
(on favoring the back shoulder route) “It’s something that we work on as well. Once DBs start press belly, you’re
not going to get on top of them too much. That’s the technique they’re taught, to act like they’re going to press you
and bail off. It’s a hard ball to stop.”
(on what his reaction was when WR Andre Johnson went down after SS Bernard Pollard’s hit) “What was going
through my head was that they were probably going to come to me and I was going to be able to make plays for
my team. I got a couple of man coverages early in the game and I didn’t capitalize like I should have, like I wanted
to, but, I redeemed myself later once Andre went out.”
(on whether he and QB Matt Schaub had a talk in the huddle after WR Andre Johnson left the game) “No, not at
all. You go out there with whatever play is called and you make the best of it.”
(on his thoughts on SS Bernard Pollard’s hit on WR Andre Johnson) “No, it’s a football player trying to make a
play out there. I don’t think he meant to hurt him at all.”
(on if the recent success of the Texans was what he imagined when he declared for the draft) “I imagined starting
undefeated so I guess it’s great. I really didn’t have too many thoughts coming in, I just wanted to come in and win
championships.”
(on playing his best games in crucial moment when other important players, such as Sammy Watkins [Clemson
football] and Andre Johnson, leave the game) “I feel like I play my best game, every game, not just when guys go
out. But, those are two great receivers and, unfortunately they went down with injuries, so the coach relied on me
to get the job done.”
(on veterans being impressed by the way he catches the ball) “I was blessed with big hands. The ball just seems
to stick in them.”
(on how he feels about the veterans positive feelings towards him, especially today) “It’s an honor for them to
make those comments because we’ve got great veterans on this team that will probably be in the Hall of Fame.
It’s only the second game, so I don’t feel like I’ve done too much, honestly.”
(on whether or not the reality has set in about him being in the NFL) “Yeah, the reality set in the first day when we
got out there and started running sprints. It was really different than college sprints. And going up against (RCB)
Johnathan Joseph, like I said, who is a pro-bowler; it can’t get too much better than that.”
(on if he doubted if he successfully made the catch for the game-winning touchdown) “No, not at all. I was
confident in my catch and I knew it was a touchdown.”
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(on if he feels like he could be a younger version of WR Andre Johnson) “I feel like I can be better than Andre,
that’s my mindset. And that’s what Andre tells me. (He says) Don’t try to shadow yourself when you know you can
be better.”
(on QB Matt Schaub having so much confidence in him) “It started in practice, me making those plays at practice
in situations going up against the defense. In critical situations like that, one-on-one, I expect him to come to me.
Basically, any one-on-one match up that he has, he felt like I had the best one-on-one match up at the time and
he trusted me.”
(on if he could explain what happened during the interception) “It was miscommunication by the both of us.”
(on how much of his ball-handling skills is mental) “All of it is mental because you have to worry about the
defender, timing the jump, you know where he is, you know where you run on the sideline. Like I said, practicing it
over and over and going up against the great defense that we have at practice, coming into the game it makes it a
little easier to make those catches.”
(on (WR) Andre Johnson telling him he could be better than him) “He tells me that all the time. I joke around and I
ask him, what were your most receiving yards? It was like 274, and I really couldn’t say much. He tells me to build
the mindset, which is going to make us be a better team, if you feel like you can be better than me. I expect him to
tell me that.”
(on knowing Andre Johnson’s rookie receiving yards record) “No, no I do not know at all. (reporter tells him it was
122). OK.”
(on the pressure of being a first round pick) “No not at all. I don’t feel any pressure at all honestly.”
(on why he thought he was picked 27th) “Because I didn’t go out there and run a 4.2 or a 4.3, which is amazing.
Anybody can see that I’m a football player and I make plays.”
(on the 2 point play by (RB) Arian Foster) “That was a great play by Arian, letting his blockers go and set up the
run. He could have honestly just went and been tackled, but he waited for his blockers and that’s a better move.”
(on modeling his game after someone in his younger years) “No, honestly I didn’t. When I was in high school I
played DB and I thought I was going to be a defensive back. “
(on what made him switch to WR in college) “Clemson needed receivers when I was a freshman.”
(on the draft motivating him) “It was a blessing going first round honestly, coming from where I came from. Getting
drafted into the NFL is a blessing. I knew once I got on the team that I was going to hopefully make myself a
starter with hard work. It was just a blessing being the in first round.”
(on comparing himself to other rookie receivers) “I’m worried about team success, I’m not worried about what they
do.”
(on family or friends at the game) “I probably had about 16 people come from South Carolina. There was probably
10 of them who it was their first time flying.”
(on showing off for your friends and family) “No, I was just trying to make plays for this team.”
CORNERBACK KAREEM JACKSON (Transcribed by Adrian Jones)
(on if he believes he will receive a fine for hit on WR Kendall Wright) “”I am just out here trying to play ball. I am
trying to do whatever I can to help my team win. In my situation, getting a fine is the last thing I am thinking about.
I am just trying to play ball.”
(on his thoughts on the play where he received a penalty on the hit on WR Kendall Wright) “It was a bang-bang
play in my opinion. In some situations it could go either way. What if (the official) doesn’t throw the flag, (Wright)
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fumbles and we get the ball? So in a tight game like that, you have to try and make a play. In my case, that is all I
was trying to do. I am not a dirty player, but like I said, it was a bang-bang play.”
(on the performance of the Texans defense) “I thought we had a pretty solid day as a whole defensively. We gave
up a couple (big) plays here and there. We have to go back to the film and make some corrections on those
plays. There are a couple more plays we can make out there; go the extra-mile to make them. We will definitely
have to evaluate the film.”
(on the Titans two long scoring drives) “It was a pretty good game, but like you said, (we gave up) those two
drives. If we don’t let them have those two drives, or if we hold them to (a field goal) or nothing, (it is) a different
game. Like I said, there were a couple more plays we could have went and made. We have to do whatever we
can to keep teams from scoring.”
CORNERBACK JOHNATHAN JOSEPH (Transcribed by Matt Bodiford)
(on the difference from the start and end of the game) “You know just getting our feet wet, just getting in a groove.
Obviously you want to get off on third down and things like that, but once we got in our groove, and everybody got
full focus, and paid attention to detail, it’s hard to beat us on defense. Today it was kind of like that. Obviously we
gave up a couple touchdowns, but for the most part we played a great overall game.”
(on the belief in the team) “I think it’s at an all-time high, because we still haven’t played our best football. We are
still looking for that, and that’s the best part about it. Every time we get in a situation like that we’re still looking for
things to get better, not just sitting here thinking it’s OK to be satisfied with what we put out today, and last week.”
(on them gaining momentum during their scoring drives) “It’s something like, you know they get on a roll here and
there, but that’s football, you have to be able to handle those situations and stop the bleeding. Today I wouldn’t
say it was up and down because we held them in check for the most part. They had a couple drives there where
they made some plays. We have to minimize those things because our offense wasn’t off to a hot start today.
They picked it up in the second half. When it’s a tight game we have to play for each other and help those guys
out, and ignite those guys. I’m not taking anything away from those guys, but I think we can be a lot better on
defense with those third down plays. Overall we did a great job of playing great team defense. Hats off to Lech (P
Shane Lechler), he pinned them deep all day, and he’s been doing what he’s been doing for how many years he’s
been in the league? That’s why he’s an all decade punter. That’s what we look for as a defense is for them to be
pinned up.”
PUNTER SHANE LECHLER (Transcribed by T.D. Durham)
(on the play of the Texans’ defense and winning close games) “Any time you hold the team inside of the 10 yard
line, that kind of changes their offensive philosophy. And when you have a defensive front like we do and then
you have J-Jo (CB Jonathan Joseph) and those guys locking down the back side. It’s pretty – they can be pretty
good out there. Yeah, two close wins, but we’ll take them any way we can get them.”
(on if he has seen an end of regulation scenario like the one today) “No. I don’t know if anybody has seen three
field goal kicks in a row. But that’s part of it. They were able to call the second time out because of offsides. That
kind of split up the double time out business. It’s the way it goes.”
(on the conversations he had with K Randy Bullock during the play and after) “It’s a very, very tough thing to do, is
to turn the page. I mean I know. I deal with it. I don’t know of a professional athlete that’s not hard on himself, that
doesn’t deal with it. It’s kind of like a book, man. Turn the page. Can’t read the same one. Don’t let that one mess
up your next kick. And I have all the confidence in the world with him. I hold with him. He kicks all the time in
practice. He’s money all the time. And he just had a rough go. And that’s part of this game. That’s part of the
situation. That’s part of being a little bit young, and that’s part of it. And having that happen. I can only imagine it’s
going to help out.”
WIDE RECEIVER KESHAWN MARTIN (Transcribed by T.D. Durham)
(on WR Andre Johnson going down and other players stepping up) “Yeah, definitely. (WR) Andre (Johnson) went
down, so we knew somebody was going to have to make some plays. (WR) DeAndre (Hopkins), I mean, all you
can say is ‘wow.’ He made some competitive plays over there. That helps us get this win.”
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(on the team’s mental toughness) “Yes, definitely mental toughness. Just never counting yourself out. We had a
rough stretch there after the pick. We were down eight, but we just kept riding and kept fighting. And we were able
to score and take it to them so we could get the win.”
(on his long catch and run) “I knew there were in man, so I just had to be that guy. I was able to catch the ball,
secure the ball, break the tackle and run for a couple of yards.”
(on WR Andre Johnsons’ catch down the sideline where he got hurt) “I mean, it was just an amazing catch. That
guy, he makes catches like that all the time, so it’s nothing new for him, but I mean, he’s just big time.”
(on the no-call on the incomplete pass late targeted his way in the game) “I mean, you could say that, but it is
what it is. It’s over. The referees didn’t call it, so it’s a tough call.”
(on the team coming away with close wins) “It was just a great feeling. Just for a game like this, and then last
week when we had a dramatic win. The reason why is we just keep pushing and fighting.”
LINEBACKER BROOKS REED (Transcribed by T.D. Durham)
(on the overall play of the defense) “We played pretty consistent. We were out there a lot in the first half. But our
offense came through and we got some three and outs and put them back on the field.”
(on having DE Antonio Smith back on the field) “There was a sense that things were a little different and that he
was providing some good pass rush in there. That’s what we need. They can’t have the whole offensive line
sliding to (DE) J.J. (Watt’s) side. They had two monsters to worry about this time.”
(on what went wrong on the two long drives for the Titans) “I think it just came down to one-no-one matchups and
we had guys covered, but just came down to winning that rep. And there were a few that we lost, and those were
the ones that they scored on.”
(on looking at the whole game as a body of work for the defense) “Oh definitely, and having two turnovers on our
side, and to still win the game. It’s huge.”
QUARTERBACK MATT SCHAUB (Transcribed by Cali Roper)
(on his overview of the game) “We came out and we started fast. Right down the field, the run game was clicking
and we scored. We struggled offensively trying to find first downs and find plays. It’s a good defensive team. They
had a good plan, a good scheme. They really played well, and our defense was exceptional keeping us in the
game all game long until we found a way to make plays, create positive gains, first downs, and getting the ball
down in their territory. We had a lot of guys step up today. Our offensive line battled, our running backs played
well and we had a lot of receivers step up in the pass game, late in the game.”
(on what happened at interceptions) “They are both on me. I almost cost us the game, flat out. I’ve got to be
better in those situations, understanding the coverages of the situations and not have those. Our team rallied
around me, rallied back, and we found a way to pull it out.”
(on views of WR DeAndre Hopkins) “He was out there doing what he has done since he stepped in the building.
You know all of the OTAs, all training camp, he was finding one-on-one’s and he was finding a way to make a
play going up and catching the football. We were tested when (WR) Andre (Johnson) went out. Something that
we’ve talked about all training camp with the young receivers stepping up, the trust and the faith that we have in
them that they are going to step up and make plays, and they did that. (WR) Keshawn (Martin) was on a shallow
cross making a huge play, breaking a tackle at the end of regulation. DeAndre, late in the fourth quarter and
overtime, was just making plays and doing what they’ve done. Obviously we are always going to try to get the ball
to Dre (Andre Johnson) when he is in there, but when he was out the guys did what they needed to.”
(on forgetting that WR DeAndre Hopkins is a rookie) “We don’t forget it. It is just in the heat of the moment, you
don’t think about it. You just go and play. You play a kid’s game that we’ve all played since we were young. When
you have a guy like that that has that ability, you have to trust and have faith in him. The more he does that, the
more confidence he has going out there to do it. It was fun to watch.”
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(on feeling same link we WR DeAndre Hopkins as with WR Andre Johnson) “It is coming into form. It doesn’t
happen overnight. We’ve worked a ton this offseason, a ton this summer, and it is starting to pay off. When he
was called upon he made the plays. It was fun to watch and good to see him grow up as fast as we are asking
him to.”
(on confidence level of team with two demanding games) “If it means winning at the end of the day, we will take
this same type of game every single week. It shows our resolve and our ability to handle diversity, good or bad as
a football team. Just play the game. Go to the next play, good or bad. You have to move on. That is what football
is all about. You’ve got to have a short term memory, and move to the next play.”
(on getting in a rhythm) “That is just the thing. Our offense is really based on rhythm, putting back-to-back positive
plays together. When you have guys getting open, you can give them the football and they can make a play with
it. They can break a tackle and get a big play. You just get rolling, feed off of that and put the defense on their
heels, especially if you are in a hurry up mode. You limit their playbook and what they can call, especially when
you spread them out. You can see where things are happening. You can see the blitzes, see the coverages, and
limit some of the disguises. It is just something that we are comfortable with.”
(on running game finding that rhythm) “We got back to what we started the game with. Our guys up front were
getting them to the second level. (RB) Arian (Foster) and (RB) Ben (Tate) were finding a way, trusting the alleys,
trusting the blocks, and just staying on path. They were exploding down field. Enough credit isn’t going to (TE)
Owen (Daniels) on the edge and (TE) Garrett (Graham) on the edge, and the receivers in the secondary. Some of
those runs could be five or six but then are turning into 10 and 12 yards and those are huge plays for us.”
(on thoughts when WR Andre Johnson went out) “He did a great job holding onto that ball, first of all. He put us in
a goal line situation to where we could score and then go for two. He put us in a position to where we were that
much closer, but when he went out, you just have to go forward. You can’t think about it because you are in
crunch time. You’ve got to get the ball back, and go score. You’ve got to find a way to win the game. He is a
leader on this football team, a warrior, and he is going to be back.”
(on the type of game ILB Brian Cushing had) “It’s hard to try to watch each play as you are looking at the pictures.
We are talking about the next series, the previous series, but things are happening so fast. Sometimes you don’t
see a lot of those plays. That is something that I try to find time in the next two days just being the quarterback of
the team to watch that, and understand the pulse what is going on out there. They kept giving us the ball back
and going three-and-out so he had to be doing something good.”
LINEBACKER DARRYL SHARPTON (Matt Bodiford)
(on the game today) “Yeah it was a crazy game. Especially coming off of last week’s game to this game it was
another crazy game. I saw a lot of fans leaving, but I knew we could do it, and we pulled it out.”
(on the defensive play today building confidence) “Obviously it builds our confidence. Just the history of
comebacks that we’ve had. The offense always comes through when they have their backs against the wall, they
always find a way to pull it out. With the two point conversion, and the last drive in overtime, that’s just
impressive.”
(on WR DeAndre Hopkins) “He played huge. I mean first-round caliber, obviously. When Dre (WR Andre
Johnson) went down he stepped his game up big time. That was huge for this team.”
(on your performance today) “It was good to get back out there, and they eased me into it. I felt great playing with
the defense and playing with Cush (ILB Brian Cushing). I think we did a pretty good job out there today.”
DEFENSIVE END ANTONIO SMITH (Transcribed by Mia Fredricks)
(on his return to playing on the field) “It felt great. I missed that fun, it was fun. I kind of got a little, it was like one
of those up and down type of nerve-wracking games, but all-in-all I had fun.”
(on whether he was surprised about being double-covered throughout the game) “Nope. That’s never surprising,
but I like it. I like when you get doubled and you learn how to be double-teamed and split them and things like
that. If you never encounter things like that, you can never build on that aspect of the game. So I take it like a
badge of honor.”
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(on the success of the defense throughout the game) “Yes it is, yes it is. But, we got stopped that last little drive
today. They drove 80, 85 yards or something like that. We were pretty solid, we felt good about the day. But,
those are game-changing situations. If we don’t come back at the end, you can lose a game like that. If we would
have stopped them right there, their game would have been over. We’ve got to hone in on that because our
dreams are not small. You’re not going to win big-time games like that. You’ve got to maximize your opportunities.
(on ILB Brian Cushing’s performance) “I told you he was going to be like a Mega-Cush this year. I create a new
name for him every year. He’s playing all of them. I think he’s going to get better and better because he’s getting
back acclimated to the game and knocking the cobwebs off. The more you see him do that, the more you seeing
the old Cush emerge from the depths of the IR.”
(on SS Bernard Pollard’s hit on WR Andre Johnson) “That’s my friend so I can’t really talk bad about him. I love
Bernard to death. He plays the game with passion and I know he’s not going deliberately to try to hurt Andre. He’s
just playing the game as hard as he can play the game. Be that as it may, it was to Andre’s head so that is what it
is, but I don’t think he did it maliciously or with evil intent.”
(on reactions to WR DeAndre Hopkins’ catch in overtime) “We see that all the time. From the first moment I saw
him, I was talking to Coach Larry (Kirksey), which is his coach, and telling him that that boy was going to be
something special. If you see his hands, you will see why he doesn’t drop the ball. He can catch anything; he’s
got, like, webbed hands. The little part of his hands are probably longer than my fingers. The dude got some crazy
looking hands.”
RUNNING BACK BEN TATE (Transcribed by Matt Bodiford)
(on the play of the offense in the first half) “Yeah you know once again, up and down a little bit too inconsistent.
You know we’ll get it right starting out faster being a better team in the first half.
(on his performance today) “I haven’t seen the film. So I’ll have to go back, and check it out. I thought I played
OK.”
(on showing emotion on the 60-yard run and ripping off a run like that) “Well football is an emotional sport. It was
good; I think it was more getting the crowd energized getting the team energized. That’s all I wanted, and it got
me energized.”
(on the team making comebacks two games in a row) “I think it’s good that we can fight from behind, but I’d be
lying if I said it was acceptable. We’re a better team than that. We need to come out, and kick team’s butts like
we’re supposed too, instead of having to fight and claw our way back.”
(on the offense not having rhythm today) “Yeah I don’t know we didn’t really hit a rhythm until late in the game
with those last couple of drives. I don’t know we found a way to win, and that’s all that really matters.”
DEFENSIVE END J.J. WATT (Transcribed by Hank Nathan)
(on his review of the game) “Man, I’d like to wrap these things up a little quicker than we do these last couple of
weeks. I think it’s another testament to the character of this team, the mental makeup, the perseverance, the
dedication. Nobody worrying, nobody panicking. Just finding a way to win. It’s probably not the best for your blood
pressure, but we find a way to win and that’s all that matters.”
(on the game ILB Brian Cushing played) “He’s playing great ball and it’s great to have him back out there. It’s so
much fun when you’ve got guys making plays at every level of your defense. It’s very nice to have him back out
there. I can tell you that much.”
(on the defense shutting down the Titans for the most part except for two long drives) “No, we just need to play
better on those couple of drives. Overall, I think we played well today. The 99-yard drive is one that we need to go
back and look at and make sure we get corrected. I think, for the most part overall, our defense had a great day.”
(on the penalty against him and if it was a good or bad call) “My hands were all up in there. Not deliberately. I
didn’t mean to do that, but that’s the way it happened.”
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(on going up against Titans G Chance Warmack) “They gave him a lot of help, which I assumed they were going
to do. My job is if I get a single-team, if I get an opportunity, I need to do my job and take advantage of it. Today,
obviously, I did that a couple of times. He’s a good young player and I think he’s going to grow into a nice young
player.”
(on not playing a lot in the preseason and if he feels good right now) “Yeah, I’m in the groove. I’m back in the
groove. I feel great. It feels good. Everything is coming into place nice. Teams are trying to do a couple of things
here and there and I just need to make my adjustments here and there.”
(on what it was like having DE Antonio Smith back today) “It’s nice to have Tone back. It’s great personality wise,
player wise. It’s great to have him back out there. He made some big plays, got some great push. It’s always nice
to have a guy on the other side who, if they want to double-team one guy, they have to get punished by the other
guy.”
(on WR DeAndre Hopkins getting over rookie jitters and proving himself) “I think so. He played really well. Big
time situation and he made some big time plays. We see it in practice. He makes big plays in practice. He goes
up there and finds a way to bring the ball down, and that’s all you can ask for. Obviously, he’s watched one of the
best in Dre (WR Andre Johnson) and is learning from one of the best. It’s a great situation and we’re happy to
have him.”
(on teams trying to adjust to him and what he’s done to take his game to another level) “Sometimes, you just have
to fight through a lot of crap to be perfectly honest. You have to face double teams and you have to grind through
some blocks. You have to chase things down from the backside. You just have to find a way, but, at the same
token, it’s nice to have a guy like Cush (ILB Brian Cushing) out there who, if they’re going to try and do a little
game planning on me, Cush will make them pay or (DE) Antonio (Smith) will make them pay. Guys on the back
end will make them pay. That’s a sign of a good team is when a team tries to make one adjustment and the other
team forces them to make another adjustment. It’s a nice problem to have.”
(on if the peel back block was a dirty play by Titans C Rob Turner) “Absolutely. That’s the reason the rule is in.
That’s the exact play that happened to Cush (ILB Brian Cushing) last year when he blew out his knee. I’m not
trying to get my knee blown out. That’s why there’s a rule in place and it was clearly blatant. You peel back
around and you’re going towards your own goal line, you know exactly what you’re doing and you’re going at
somebody’s knee. You respect that this is people’s job. This is your life and, to go at somebody’s knee like that,
going back at your own goal line, coming back at them, peeling around, that’s just something you don’t do.”
(on if he talked to the Titans player (C Rob Turner) about the peel back block) “Yeah I told him, I said, ‘You’re
clearly trying to take out my knee.’ He tried to apologize, but you’re trying to take out my knee. That’s exactly what
you’re trying to do. You look at a situation like Cush, some other situations around the league, you’re going to hurt
somebody and that’s the goal is to not hurt people. It’s a mutual sign of respect that we have that there’s certain
things you don’t do and that’s one of them.”
(on how much P Shane Lechler helps pinning the offense back) “I’ve never gotten excited, gotten up off the bench
to watch a punter before, but I love watching him punt. There’s a reason the guy’s the best in the game. It’s so
precise and he knows what he’s doing. It’s like poetry. It’s beautiful. He’s pinning it down there and we don’t even
have to have people touch it. It just stops at the one-yard line. That’s insane. It’s such asset to our team. It’s huge
starting inside the 10-yard line a couple of times today. He can boot it long when he needs to boot it long. He’s
just so precise. It’s really honestly fun to watch. It’s great to have on this squad.”
(on if there should be a punter in the Hall of Fame) “There aren’t any? Well, then Shane Lechler should be the
first because the guy’s one hell of a punter.”
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POSTGAME QUOTES FROM TENNESSEE TITANS
HEAD COACH MIKE MUNCHAK
DT JURRELL CASEY
LB MOISE FOKOU
S MICHAEL GRIFFIN
RB CHRIS JOHNSON
QB JAKE LOCKER
CB JASON MCCOURTY
DE DERRICK MORGAN
SS BERNARD POLLARD
CB COTY SENSABAUGH
C ROB TURNER
CB ALTERRAUN VERNER
G CHANCE WARMACK
WR NATE WASHINGTON
DE KAMERION WIMBLEY
WR KENDALL WRIGHT
HEAD COACH MIKE MUNCHAK (Transcribed by Rachel Jacob and Nida Chaudhry)
(on losing a game late in the game) “It’s hard. It’s a feeling where you want to tell them remember what this feels
like we don’t want to be in this position again. We played against a very good football team. We were toe-to-toe
with them throughout the game. Things weren’t always how we wanted them to be. We didn’t make all the plays
we were out there to make. But the bottom line is we had to make plays, an offense with 99 yards for not really
doing much of anything in the third quarter, defense gets a pick-six. This team hung in there, it fought even
though things weren’t always going the way we liked. A lot of penalties hurt us in situations. We were backed up
the whole third quarter. It was hard to run the offense and we put ourselves in a position to win this football game
and I think that is what you have to be able to do every Sunday. I think that’s what we are showing, we’re the type
of team that’s going to be in every game no matter who we play and we have to learn how to win these football
games. It’s a hard loss. The guys fought hard and like I said we will learn from it and realize we were right there at
their plays with a great chance to win.”
(on what changed after the pick-six and why there was a change in momentum defensively) “I just think they
made some great catches. They were not easy catches. He was getting hit. Making some good throws. We were
all over them defensively. The guys made catches. The perfect ball is hard to defend. I think they threw some
good balls there even under pressure and the guys being covered very well on the last play, the last couple plays.
(CB Jason) McCourty was all over them. You hope nine times out of 10 that ball would be broken up and that
wasn’t one. That’s hard to take, but I don’t think really anything changed other than the fact that they started
making some tough plays and they won the game.”
(on if QB Jake Locker made two of his biggest throwing mistakes in the last two minutes of regulation play) “When
it comes to offense, we have to covert, we have to make that play, we have to make that throw. And that is what
is frustrating as an offense, we we’re backed up most of the day so things are already harder, but in a situation
like that we have to win that phase, that two minute phase. They won the two minute phase we didn’t. The four
minute and the two minute as that game ended offensively was where we needed to make a play. The game was
right there for us to have, and I think that they learned that you know what it doesn’t matter if the game is back
and forth, you could be playing great or be playing poorly then all of a sudden we have the type of team that is
going to give us a chance to win at the end and they continued to make plays and we didn’t."
(on if the challenges on the safety and WR Andre Johnson’s catch were correct) “It’s hard to see from where we
are at. I thought the ball was over. I thought his knee was over. That he didn’t get the ball over. He can’t be
touching the white line at all. They felt like he didn’t clear the goal line with the ball.”
(on WR Andre Johnson bobbling the ball on the stripe in the corner) “Again, I though the ball was moving. I didn’t
get as many looks as they did under the hood so those things we will look at. The thing is they all went to review,
got a chance to be looked at and hopefully they made the right decisions.”
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(on if the defense ran out of gas with offense going three-and-out so many times and if it caught up with the Titans
at the end) “I don’t know. I think it just the fact that we got to the three and ten a couple times there, even at the
last completion. Maybe they just kick a field goal and we get the ball and we have a great chance to win a football
game. On the one they converted, the last one in the corner at the end zone before the touchdown pass,
everybody was tired; they were calling timeouts to recover because they were tired. You play 60 minutes and then
some and you’re going to be tired. So I don’t think that is why they made the plays, we were there to make them,
they were as tired as we were and they rose up when they had to and made some big time catches and that won
the game for them.”
(on if he is happy with how the Titans have set the tone defensively) “I think you are going to look at the tape,
you’re going to be frustrated because we’re going to go back to all these situations where just like they can do
and say well if they made their field goals and we made ours, all these things, we had the opportunity in the fourth
quarter to win that football game and that is all you can ask for when you travel on the road against a team that
has won their division the past two years. Of course, I was in a position to win and we have to find a way to win
these games. That is where we are at now. Now we are going to be in them and we have the personnel and the
group and the heart, and our mentality is that we are going to be in these games every weekend and now we
have to find a way to win them when they come this close.”
(on challenge to keep bad feelings from lingering) “It will be. It’s hard. It’s hard when something gets great, when
you feel like you’ve turned a corner. It was a tough game. Things were looking like they weren’t going our way in
the third and fourth quarter and all of sudden, in a matter of two series, the game changed dramatically. We have
to realize that’s what the NFL is all about. If you put yourself in that spot, there are great players playing. We are
that type of team that can crawl back and change the momentum of a game, even when things are looking bad for
a while. We did that and so we have to build on that, come back and play better, and clean up the stuff we had
hurt us in this game. If we do that, we’re going to win a lot of football games.”
(on DE J.J. Watt being disruptive to the offensive line) “We knew there were going to be some moments. When
you play a very good football team defensively and some good players like him and the others, they’re going to
make some plays. I thought the first drive was as good as it gets. We drove the field, scored the touchdown, and
answered their touchdown. When they scored quickly on our defense, I thought that really help us keep the game
under control right from the beginning. The offense answered that quickly with some great runs, great throws. We
looked pretty good in that first drive. I was hoping that we’d continue to give them credit; they’d start making some
plays after that on defense. Yeah, he’s a player. He made some plays. The guy is on the field every snap. He’s
going to make some football plays. He’s obviously a very good football player. We’re adjusting to things, but
again, the field position really hurts us. Being backed up and we couldn’t get out of that hole. It’s hard to operate
down there with the noise level. Things just didn’t go our way, in drives, holding calls. A lot of things made it
harder for us in the third quarter. Like I said, the biggest thing is that we rallied from that, had an eight point lead,
and had a chance to win this football game.”
(on inconsistencies throughout the game) “We definitely have to play better. We have to be able to make more
plays than we made. The defense kept us in the game. We weren’t doing anything offensively the whole third
quarter. The way the defense hung under, they really didn’t give up many points, the field goal. Again, you’re
playing against a good football team today; they have some credit for us as well. This is a good team in their
house. I give them credit. They’re going to make it a little harder than you’d like it to be. Next week is another
challenge and we’ve got to play better.”
(on waiting to turn the quarterback loose) “I thought our field position versus last week was different. We were
inside our 10 (yard line) quite a bit. It’s hard to do a lot. We were just being careful there. The protection was an
issue too at times. They had some good players when they had the advantage on us. It’s just one of those things
where we’re trying to find what’s best. It happens in games. You can’t get anything going and all of a sudden you
find something that’s working and you make a play or two. We just couldn’t make that play or two to get him going
or get the offense going until that one drive.”
(on any injuries) “It’s just (DT) Sammie (Hill); he’s got the ankle on a cut block.”
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DEFENSIVE TACKLE JURRELL CASEY (Transcribed by Roman Petrowski)
(on if the two-point conversion was just a good play) “You know, actually that was on me. I let the guy reach me
on the play. If I would have been in that gap right when he cut back, I would have been there to make the tackle,
but instead I got reached and he made a good run on the cutback. Good read and made it in the end zone.”
(on if the key to the two-point conversion was penetration) “Yeah, you know the whole key is the knock back.
(Chris) Myers got a good step back and got in front of me and sealed me off and he got up in there.”
(on if there is a mindset that they let this game get away) “Yeah, you know you come into the game you always
have a mindset of we should have won. And we fought hard all the way to the end. There was no doubt in our
mind that we wasn’t gonna win the game. So you know we end up letting it slip through our fingers. We came
back, took the lead, had a two minute drill and we should have won. But we stayed and we let them get a
touchdown.”
(on if he thinks his choice words for the Texans earlier in the week helped motivate the Texans) “I don’t care what
it did for them. At the end of the day we played our best and whatever they did they played they best.”
(on the play of Houston’s offensive line) “They did a good job today. They did their job but we did our job also.
You know, it was a good game overall. It wasn’t one side dominated.”
(on if they are a defensive team now) “Nah. We’re an all over team. We’re an offensive team and a defensive
team. The offense put us in a situation to make great plays and the defense didn’t rise to the occasion.”
(on if the offense going three and out made them tired) “Hey, when we’re tired we got to rise to the occasion,
man. That’s what we do. The offense put us in situations. They run the ball down. They give us chances in the
fourth quarter to come back and fight in this game. They put points up on the board.”
(on if there were times the team felt like they had the game) “Yeah. I felt like we had the whole game. It was never
a thought in our mind that we were going to lose this game.”
(on how tough it is to leave without the win) “It’s real tough. Any game you go in to and you don’t win its hard on
you, but we’re going to keep on pushing forward and get ready for next week.”
(on if they can put the loss behind them quickly and if the game will show them what the team is about) “We’re
just going to rebound and we’re going to do what we’ve got to do next week against the Chargers and let them
feel our pain. That’s it. We’ve got to make sure we just dominate the rest of this season out.”
(on if he was as effective as he was last week) “I felt it was a little different game, you know, with their zone
schemes. My biggest part was staying off the ground with their cut blocks. But other than that, I felt like I did a
pretty good job at. But on that scoring touchdown (two-point conversion) he got me cut and (RB Arian) Foster ran
for the touchdown, for the tie. I gotta make sure I’m on my feet to make that play.”
(on Texans QB Matt Schaub making good throws despite the defensive pressure) “Yeah, you know I feel like we
put the pressure there, but he was getting the ball out pretty quick and just throwing it up there and the guys made
great plays. The receivers came back to the ball and they got opportunities, but I feel like we got great pressure
on him all day.”
(on when he feels like they let the game get away) “That last two minute drive. We came out and got the pick six
and we had to go right back out there. We turned around and let them score. We have to be consistent. We go
right back out and we have to stop them again.”
(on if he likes where they are at defensively) “Yeah I feel like we’re doing a good job. I feel like we have to just
keep on building on it and just keep on being consistent.”
(on controlling the game after the Texans first touchdown) “Yeah, that was our whole thing coming into the game.
Just make sure we controlled their offense and let our offense do their thing. It felt like that first drive they got a
good lead on us and after that we settled down and we played ball, and I feel like we did that for the whole
remainder of the game.”
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(on if this game is different from last year or if a loss is a loss) “I wouldn’t say it’s different because like you said, a
loss is a loss. It all hurts. Every loss feels the same and you can’t say there’s a difference from last year. We just
know we have something to build on, on defense and that’s finishing games.”
LINEBACKER MOISE FOKOU (Transcribed by Chris Burkhalter)
(on the Titans overall defensive effort after the opening score by the Texans) “We knew they were going to come
out and play fast. They came out and kind of caught us off guard, even though we were expecting it. After that
we settled down as a defense, played honest, played our keys and stuck in the game for a long time.”
(on the end of the game) “We made some plays defensively, but they made more plays in the end. In a game
like this, I don’t know if it is a rivalry, a division game like this, but it is almost like a playoff game. Everyone was
fighting hard. Luckily for them, they came out on top.”
(on Texans running backs Arian Foster and Ben Tate) “They play off each other. They are good running backs.
One can get hot at any moment, any time. Even though (Arian) Foster is their main guy, the guy with the good
hands and everything, I really don’t know if they are the best running back tandem in the league, but I know they
definitely played their ass off today.”
SAFETY MICHAEL GRIFFIN (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on how tough a loss this is) “It’s very tough given the fact we came back. We were losing then we managed to
come back and go up by eight points, but to lose by a touchdown in overtime it’s a tough thing especially when
last year against the Colts we were up and managed to lose the game.”
(on being optimistic after two weeks) “We still have to watch the film and see how it went, go over the corrections
and see if there’s anything we can do different. I feel like we’re going in the right direction, but we’re still trying to
get there and put some pieces of the puzzle together.”
(on the Texans WRs making great catches in coverage) “We’ll just go back and watch the film and see if there’s
anything different coverage-wise you can do. You have to give credit to a good football team, and a good
quarterback and some good receivers. We just have to go back to the drawing board and get ready for next
week.”
RUNNING BACK CHRIS JOHNSON (Transcribed by Carla Bertoldi)
(on not coming away with a win) “It was a real disappointment. Anytime you fight like that, and you know, they
went up and we fought back. We got a touchdown late and just tried to get a victory out of it. You know, this is a
tough place to come in and win. Playing a team like the Houston, they are always going to fight until the end. So,
we just have to learn how to close things out.
(on ball possession) “We just wanted to get the ball and try to run the clock out but it just didn’t happen. They
came back out and they did a good job of stopping us. They made more plays than us in the end.”
(on Texans WR DeAndre Hopkins) “This is actually the first time of me really getting to see him get to play. He’s a
good young kid and he is making plays for them. I think in order for him to have a good season, he is going to
have to continue to make those plays.”
(on his feelings about the game) “It was a little tough. Our defense went out and did a great job, and put it on our
shoulders, put it on the offense’s shoulders. We just didn’t finish. We didn’t do what we were supposed to do as
an offense. They gave us a number of opportunities to close it out and we just didn’t make it happen.”
QUARTERBACK JAKE LOCKER (Transcribed by Ellie Pardee)
(on which busted pass play he would want to have back) “The second one more than the first one. I had to throw
the first one a little before, one and two I liked where the ball was at it just, it was early and he didn’t have an
opportunity to come out of his cut yet but with the second one I would love to have back.”
(on the Titan’s long drive) “I thought we did a good job of just moving the chains and mixing up what we were
doing in the pass game. We were able to hit them deep on some throws, some underneath stuff and just
continued to keep the chains moving.”
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(on what the Titans offense needs to clean up) “Yeah definitely, we have to play better.”
(on what specific adjustments that the Titan offense needs to make) “I think we just weren’t as productive on first
downs as we would like to be. We had some penalties that put us in some tough down and distances and then we
didn’t convert on third down.”
(on being backed up in their own end zone and driving down the field) “Yeah, I think we talked about it on the
sideline and kind of getting the momentum going a little bit. That’s what we did and it was successful for us.”
(on the Titan’s 99-yard drive) “It was great and it was at that point in the game where, you know, we needed to do
something and brought a big drive together and shifted the momentum at that point. Unfortunately we weren’t
able to do it again.”
(on how hard it is to lose after putting themselves in a good position to win) “It’s tough. It’s really difficult. This is
what’s tough about this sport. It doesn’t all go the way you’d like it in hard fought games like this. That’s why you
love it so much that’s why it’s so tough at times. That’s a hard one to swallow but we’re going to have to forget
about it and come back to work next week.”
(on two first road games giving them momentum going into next three games) “Yeah, you know we didn’t play
well enough to win today but we played against a good football team in third place and had an opportunity to win,
just didn’t make the plays needed. There’s to build on for sure, we just have to be more consistent.”
(on what happened with the third-and-1 pass to WR Kenny Britt) “Yeah I just missed it.”
CORNERBACK JASON MCCOURTY (Transcribed by Roman Petrowski)
(on his play down the stretch) “I’ve got to find a way to make plays. Late in that game, no matter how well you
play in the first three quarters, there were three plays in the fourth quarter and overtime that I’ve got to find a way
to make.”
(on if he was in position for the three plays late) “It doesn’t count to be in good position so I gotta find a way to get
the ball out. This team expects me to make those plays and I expect to make them. So, I’ve got to do a better job
late in the game making those plays.”
(on WR Andre Johnson’s stat line) “If we won the game it would have been an awesome line, but losing the game
it really doesn’t matter. He’s over there not worried about what his stats look like, but more worried about them
getting the win.”
(on the play of WR DeAndre Hopkins) “He stepped up big and he made plays. I feel like as a secondary
throughout the game we were tight on coverage and we made some plays, but we didn’t make those when it
counted. I shoulder a lot of that blame. I felt like throughout the end of the game there were three critical plays
that if I made them, the outcome could have been different.”
DEFENSIVE END DERRICK MORGAN (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on if they blew an opportunity to beat the Houston Texans) “Of course man, come on. We had that game
wrapped up and we didn’t finish. We need to finish better. It’s a division game, but it’s just one game. We have a
long season ahead and we’re just going to use this to fuel us. We didn’t close the game out when we had the
chance; and we had ample chances to do it, but we didn’t close it out and they came back.”
(on settling in after the Texans quick start) “We settled down and got a couple of plays off. We started executing
our assignments.”
(on starting 1-1 on the road) “Like I said, it’s only one game and it hurts the way it ended because it was so close
and we had a chance to finish the game, but it’s just one game, we have a great team here and we need to
finish.”
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SAFETY BERNARD POLLARD (Transcribed by Roman Petrowski)
(on the team’s tough loss) “We’ve got to close games out. You know, we’re up 24-16. I think you know starting off
the game we can’t allow 60-yard runs. We have to be sound with what we’re doing. We know that this team, the
offensive line is going to move and you’ve got to stay in your lanes. I thought in our first drive we just went out
there and within two or three plays, it was a touchdown. So, we’ve got to be better at what we’re doing. Be more
disciplined for a full 60 minutes. I thought we played our tails off. I do. I really believe we played our tails off. We’re
not going to play a perfect game but at the same time we played a good enough game to win. But you know
we’ve got to learn in situations like this, we left so many things out there on the field, and as a player you cannot
do that.”
(on if losing a tough stays with you) “Well you know like we say you always got a 24 hour rule. So we’re going to
get on this plane and I mean it’s going to suck for what is it an hour and 40 minutes or whatever it is. But come
tomorrow we need to let it go. The great thing about this game is we get to line up next week and play. We thank
God that we can play this game and that we pretty much came out kind of injury free. We got nicks and bruises
but other than that I think for the most part we played good but it sucks. It sucks losing.”
(on the sideline catch by WR Andre Johnson late in the game) “Refs made the call. What does our opinion
matter? It doesn’t matter at all. You know, they made the call and they scored on that drive. That hurts as a
defense. You know we want to be sound. Like I said, we played really well, but that’s a play that we would like to
take back but we all know that we can’t.”
(on if he didn’t like a no-call on the two-point conversion) “Well you know that’s on the ref. I think as the game
goes on you see what’s going on with our offense and you’ve got to do the same. You’ve got to do the same on
both sides of the ball with both teams. We can bicker all day. The call wasn’t made and it was a two-point
conversion.”
(on how physical the defense was with the Texans) “I thought we beat the piss out of them. We beat the piss out
of them. I truly believe that. We did really well. Our corners, man my hats are off to them. They played their tails
off against a hall of famer. They played their tails off against an offense that’s just hard. This is trick-em-dick-em.
That’s the kind of offense this is. Our defense played good. We played really well. We’ve got to close some things
out. We do. We’ve got to close some things out, but I thought we played our tails off. You know, we would like a
‘W’. Yes, we want to leave her with a win. But at the same time, like I said, we get to line up next week.”
CORNERBACK COTY SENSABAUGH (Transcribed by Chris Burkhalter)
(on the Titans overall defensive effort after the opening score by the Texans) “We just went out there and fought,
played our assignments and whatever the (defensive) call was, we just tried the best to our abilities. We were just
one unit today, fighting for each other.”
(on Titans defensive pressure and secondary coverage) “I’ve always said rush and coverage go hand-in-hand.
The secondary has to hold up for the line, and line has to get (to the quarterback) to help the secondary. We go
hand-in-hand together, and we have to work together towards the one common goal, and that is to put pressure
on the quarterback and not let the receivers catch the ball.”
(on playing the Texans) “I think it is a rivalry game, it is a divisional opponent, and we just generally don’t like
each other. That is pretty much what it is. (The Texans) are a great team. They’ve won the division the last two
years, and that’s where we are trying to get to as a team.”
(on the play of DeAndre Hopkins, his college teammate at Clemson) “Nuk (DeAndre Hopkins) is a very good
player. I used to go against him every day in practice (at Clemson.) I know what he is capable of, but he came
out and played a great game. We played a great game as well. They’re going to make plays. We’re going to
make plays, so it is about competing every play.”
CENTER ROB TURNER (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on penalties called on him being ‘fair’) “The first one, I didn’t think about it on the screen. It was a bad decision
on my part, as a lineman you get ingrained to run a screen, throw a cut, run a screen, throw a cut. I tried saying
something to him after the game, ‘I wasn’t trying to take your legs out.’ I really wasn’t. The second one, that one
may have been iffy, you know? It wasn’t like I restricted him, I finished him and I was going forward with him. I
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kind of finished (ILB Brian) Cushing, threw his arms, got a call, but the first one was just a bad decision on my
part. It hurt us.”
CORNERBACK ALTERRAUN VERNER (Transcribed by Chris Burkhalter)
(on fourth-quarter interception return for a touchdown) “It was a big play for the team. It got us up and gave us a
chance to win. I just saw the ball in the air and just went to get it. It was enough for me to help our team right
then.”
(on the Titans coverage on the interception for a touchdown) “We were in zone coverage. I was able to keep my
eyes on the quarterback, and I was able to break downhill and make a play on the ball.”
(on the Titans overall defensive effort after the opening score by the Texans) “We were just playing aggressive
and tackling when they had the ball. We were covering their receivers. That is what we did (after the first drive of
the game), but then we started to let it slip towards the end of the game and that’s when they started to make their
plays. Overall, we played well but we did not play well enough. That is a good team out there and you cannot
leave plays out there.”
(on the play of WR DeAndre Hopkins) “That is why he is a first-round pick. They picked him up to make plays like
that. He is a playmaker. You see that on film. This was a big game for him, probably gave him a lot of
confidence. They started to trust him more, especially when Andre (Johnson) went down. He had to step up, and
he did that for his team.”
GUARD CHANCE WARMACK (Transcribed by Lance Jaramillo)
(on facing Texans DE JJ Watt again in Tennessee) “I won’t be a rookie anymore. He’s very elusive. H’s definitely
a great player, but once we made adjustments; he wasn’t really that disruptive in to the second half of the game.
It’s a game of adjustments.”
(on how the Tennessee offensive line did against the Texans’ defensive pressure) “We could have did a lot better,
myself included. We just have to watch the film and make adjustments. We pulled out a couple of good runs and
good passes but we just have to do better.”
WIDE RECEIVER NATE WASHINGTON (Transcribed by Roman Petrowski)
(on his catch that opened up the game) “It was just an opportunity for me to make a play. (QB) Jake (Locker)
threw a good ball. That’s what we try to do. Make sure those things are right.”
(on speeding up the offense) “We kind of ran a little hurry up. Sped the offense up a little bit. But, you know, we
just have to do a better job of running the plays that we practice.”
(on how the team exploited the left side of the field) “It was just something that was open. I don’t think we
necessarily came out and said we were going to exploit the left side of the field. We never looked at anything like
that. It was just something that through our plays that kind of gave us an opportunity.”
(on if the hit by Texans (CB) Kareem Jackson was dirty) “Wasn’t me. Yeah, but it’s football at the end of the day.”
(on a miscommunication late in the game) “Just something that’s designed that we have. A regular comeback. I
just have to do a better job of getting in and out of it. I’ll just put that on me. I don’t know what Jake had going on,
but I’ll be willing to accept that.”
(on the team going home for three straight games) “Big opportunity. We’ve been playing well away but it’s
definitely gonna be good for us to go home and get in front of our home crowd.”
DEFENSIVE END KAMERION WIMBLEY (Transcribed by ReShun Gilmore)
(on what happened defensively in the second half and overtime) “Well, I think there were some critical situations
in overtime where their (Texans) offense had the ball and we needed to make a stop and didn’t get it done.
Actually, it was the drive that led up to overtime. They were able to go down there and get a touchdown. Then,
they converted a two point conversion to push us into overtime. That was a critical situation where they made
plays and we didn’t.”
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(on the play from the defensive line and setting the tone) “I think our whole defense has been working hard since
day one. We go out there and we expect a lot out of ourselves. We try to be accountable every day. We come
and we work hard and it just didn’t turn out that way. They were able to outwork us and convert plays when they
needed it.”
(on what to expect from the Texans going forward into the AFC South division) “Well, I think it’s going to be a lot
of hard work. I think both sides worked and played hard the entire game. That led us into overtime. At the end of
the day, they were able to convert, score a touchdown and win the game.”
WIDE RECEIVER KENDALL WRIGHT (Transcribed by ReShun Gilmore)
(on what changed the game offensively in the second half) “You just have to make plays. There are no particular
plays out there. If anything, I blame myself. I dropped a screen pass on third down. I can’t sacrifice my eyes like
that for my teammates. I care enough about my teammates just to not do that. If you want to pick a play, I’ll pick
that one. You can’t pinpoint anything; you just have to finish the game.”
(on what to expect from play in the AFC South) “Just a fight. We expect a hard fight for four quarters. We have to
play Tennessee Titans football and play the way we play.”
(on WR Kareem Jackson’s personal foul against him) “I play receiver, I’m supposed to take those hits. I’m
supposed to pop right back up. It’s not like I got hurt or carted off the field. Those are the hits that you are
supposed to prepare yourself for.”
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